On the miscibility of cardiolipin with 1,2-diacyl phosphoglycerides: Binary mixtures of dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol and tetramyristoylcardiolipin.
The thermotropic phase behavior and organization of model membranes composed of binary mixtures of the quadruple-chained, nominally dianionic phospholipid tetramyristoylcardiolipin (TMCL) with the double-chained, monoanionic phospholipid dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol (DMPG) were examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The gel/liquid-crystalline phase transitions observed in these mixtures by DSC are generally rather broad and exhibit complex endotherms over a range of compositions. However, the phase transition temperatures and enthalpies exhibit nearly ideal behavior. Also, FTIR spectroscopic detection of the formation of stable and metastable DMPG-like lamellar crystalline (Lc) phases only at high DMPG levels upon low temperature annealing, and stable TMCL-like Lc phases at all higher TMCL concentrations, indicates that at low temperatures, laterally segregated domains of these two phospholipids must form, from which these different Lc phases nucleate and grow. Comparison of these results with those of a previous study of DMPE/TMCL mixtures (Frias et al., 2011) indicates that DMPG mixes slightly less well with TMCL than DMPE, perhaps because of the negative charge of the latter. However, in both binary mixtures, TMCL inhibits the formation of the Lc phase by DMPE even more strongly than for DMPG. Overall, our data suggest that TMCL and DMPG actually mix well across a broad temperature and composition range when the fatty acid chains of the two components are identical and only a modest (~17°C) difference between their Lβ/Lα phase transition temperatures exists. A recent DSC and X-ray diffraction study of DPPG/TMCL mixtures report similar results (Prossnigg et al., 2010).